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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RESEARCH FOR THIS STUDY
The Problem
The major problem In this study has been the compilation
of a list of supplementary references that w9re taken from
eleven different sixth grade social studies* textbooks*
A subsidiary problem consisted in the analysis of the
list that was made so as to be able to determine the fre-
quency with which the supplementary reference books were
mentioned in the various textbooks consulted*
A second subsidiary problem was that of looking up the
different supplementary reference books that had been listed
in The Children^ Catalog*
A third subsidiary problem was that of determining which
of the supplementary reference books were listed in Rue 1 s
Subject Index in the Intermediate Grades*
Definition of Terms
The following terms have been used throughout this study
in the belief that, although few in number, their definition
would serve to make the information presented more readily
available to those engaged in such lines of research*
Reference books.— This term refers to encyclopedias.
*• J. C‘- - j

























books of fiction, history, geography, and biography, which
were suggested for further reading by the author, or authors,
of the textbooks examined in the course of the study*
Textbooks
#
— This refers to any book which forms the
basis for regular class instruction; more specifically, it
refers to the eleven books from which references to
supplementary books were taken#
Supplementary Reading,— This has reference to any read-
ing that would be done in addition to the reading called for
in the textbook#
The Importance of Supplementary Heading
An examination of the majority of textbooks on social
studies served to show that there are many references to
supplementary reading# According to Lee and LeeT^
Even the traditional history and geography course
required supplementary books# The need of such material
has been greatly increased with the advent of the
activity and unit-of-work program#
Outstanding have been the supplementary books
issued for the social studies# Publishers are attempt-
ing to supply the elementary schools with the type of
book that will meet the needs of the unit-of-work
program# The great differences in courses of study,
especially for the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades,
have made it extremely difficylt to furnish adequate
materials#
j#Murray Lee ^uid Dorris , May Lee, The Child and His Ourrl-
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In connection with the teaching of geography, Saucieri/
states, "To make geography meaningful the pupil needs to re-
ceive information beyond the pages of one text." The teacher's
task, however, would automatically become a far easier one if
he were to exercise a wise discrimination in his selection of
textbooks to be used in the schoolroom. For, if the study of
geography is to have any lasting significance for the pupil,
in addition to its being factual it should possess a live
quality with the power to kindle the imagination. A textbook
which is but a dry-as-dust chronicle of places to be found
on the map not only has little appeal for the pupil, but also
requires considerable effort on the part of the teacher to
hold the attention of the class even temporarily. Hence the
need of exercising judgment in the choice of textbooks.
However, if the teacher were to look upon such a text-
book merely as a reference work, and were to depend upon well
chosen supplementary reading, and devices of the proper sort
that are largely independent of the text, then its subject
material would take on a real meaning in the minds of his
2/pupils. In this connection, Reed-/ makes the following ob-
servations
The controlling principle in such devices should
1/ W. A.Saucier, Theory and Practice in the Elementary School .
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1941. pp. 329-330.
2/ H.B.Reed, Psychology of Elementary School Subjects .rev.
e
d. f
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938. p. 280.
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be to select reading and materials that make possible
the reconstruction of the experience of firsthand ob-
servers* They should be for the child an open window
through which he can look out upon the world and see
with his mental eye what there is and what goes on
there* If this is the ideal, it may be readily seen that
the descriptions in our texts are far too scant to make
anything like it possible, and that the teacher must
rely chiefly on supplementary readings, pictures, in-
ductive teaching, maps, models, collections of products,
topical studies, projects, problems, advance questions,
booklets, collections of exhibits, pamphlets from com-
mercial firms, dramatizations, and an interesting order
of presentation, and the selection of the proper unit
of presentation*
Here has been suggested a considerable outlay to ac-
cumulate supplementary teaching aids and materials* Neverthe-
less, with such a treasure-house to draw from, there would be
at hand for selection, at the moment when such direction of
interest would have the most telling effect, the right mat-
erials and devices for the development of particular interests
and the expansion of the pupils* mental horizon* In this con-
nection Hockett and Jacobsen—/ after making the sage remark
that the superior readers are the voracious readers, emphasize
the marked difference there is between past and present
methods of instruction along these lines by citing the follow-
ing anecdotes
”Don*t waste your school time on story books, ** said
the old-fashioned teacher, as she seized the book of the
child who was filling time by reading* The modern teacher
says in spirit, ’’Here * s a greater and more interesting
teacher than I am,” and hands the child a book which she
knows will interest him*
1/ John A* Hockett, and E.W* Jacobsen. Modern Practices in the
Elementary School * Ginn and co. ,Boston, 1938* p*280.































In the reading field, too, it would seem essential to
provide a great deal of supplementary material of the best
type in order to make sure of building up a vocabulary in the
1/
social studies# Guy L.Bond and Eva Bond claim that
Much of the development of vocabulary in the social
studies will come through extensive reading materials
that are rich enough in verbal illustrations to build
the needed backgrounds, ....The child should approach
such reading with an awareness that one of the important
aims of studying the social studies is to build a use-
ful vocabulary of terms frequently employed in the studies#
The use of problems in present-day teaching of reading
needs to be furthered# One case, cited by Queree and Smiley fiJ
describes the way in which an important principle was demon-
strated in a reading class, that of developing a critical open-
mindedness through an extensive use of supplementary reading.
Step by step the pupils were led to prove the validity of
such a principle, as follows
:
When the children were studying the camel, one pupil
made the statement that camels store water in their
humps# When some of the class disagreed with him, he said
he could prove what he had been saying and proceeded to
read the statement from one of the reference books# A
pupil who had challenged his statement then red! from
another book which said that camels store food in their
humps and water in their stomachs#
The children then talked about how they could fairly
decide which book was correct* Some suggested finding all
the books they could on the subject and seeing what most
books said* One child said they could ask someone who
y Guy L.Bond, and Eva Bond# Teaching the Child to Read # The
Macmillan Co., New York, 1943#
2 Pearl ^ueree, and Matania Smiley. Developing Critical Open-
mindedness Through Wide Reading .fr, The Frontline of Democracy,



























#new. The y looked the subject up In three different en-
cyclopedias which the librarian said were reliable and
in thirteen other books* Not a single reference they
found substantiated the statement that camels store
water in their humps* One child called the museum and
was told the camel stored water in its stomach and
food in its hump*
The children then decided to write a tactful letter
to the author of the book, which had made the statement
they questioned, in which they would tell her of their
findings and see if she had any further proof of her
statement* The author answered the letter, thanked them
for bringing the matter to her attention, acknowledged
that the statement was wrong, and said it would be
corrected the next time the book was printed*
In discussing the subject of the problem attack in read-
ing, McKee^considers the use of the multiple references im-
portant because it requires the child to read widely, and thus
he is provided with new and enriched experiences linked up
with the world about himj as well, he gains a great deal of
practice in reading* McKee cites, however, three of the major
difficulties to be faced by the intermediate grade teacher
for which he must be prepared, if he uses the problem attack:
The first is concerned with the availability of
reading materials* In most schools there are no books to
serve as multiple references* Most of the extra money
has been spent for sets of the so-called supplementary
readers* Obviously, it is more economical in terms of
instruction for school authorities to purchase one or
two copies of many different factual books than to
supply a given room with one or two sets of supplementary
readers* With the former policy carried out the utiliza-
tion of the problem method ; be comes possible, provided
considerable care is used in selecting the few copies
of the many different books*
1/ Paul Mc^-ee. Reading and Literature in the Elementary
School* Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston, 1934* p*305.
*.‘i .
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Ernest Horn,—^In stressing the need of having as many-
supplementary hooks as possible, not only to provide exten-
sive reading but also to take care of individual differen-
ces in abilities and interests, makes the following bit of
constructive criticisms
It is evident that competent committees could
render an invaluable service by constructing, after due
deliberation, minimum and expanded lists of books that
are most valuable for the various units or problems in
the social studies.
Not only does this educator look upon supplementary
reading as an essential feature of any modern teaching pro-
gram for children but he also considers that the lack of such
material in the schools tends to place too much of a burden
8/
upon the teacher# He adds further:
Teachers cannot be expected to achieve the purposes
set up to guide the development of intelligent citizens
unless the equipment essential to that development Is
provided# Yet every investigation of instructional
equipment in the social studies has shown that the
library facilities in most schools, both rural and
urban, and at all levels from the primary grades through
high school, are far below the irreducible minimum
that is necessary if instruction in the social studies
is to be more than a sham and formality.
Baldwin^/stresses the importance of reference materials.
especially in the Intermediate grades, claiming that the
l/Ernest Horn# Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies
.
iSias# Scribner* s Sons, N.Y.,1957# Ch.VI, pp. 239-243#
2/ Ibid .
3/J.W#Baldwin, "The Social Studies Laboratory
,
** Contributions
to Education, No# 371, Teachers College, Columbia Univ.,N.Y.,
(1929), cited in the Eighth Yearbook of the National Council
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8social studies’ classrooms are poorly equipped for the kind
of activities they house#
A considerable portion of the money spent for
supplementary reading is unwisely spent or wasted, due
to the inefficient and haphazard methods of showing
library materials; and this despite the fact that supp-
lementary materials in most schools are woefully
inadequate* 2/
To the foregoing statement. Swindler adds that "Exten-
sive reading outside the basal text has been fully justified
2/
on the basis of tangible results achieved# M~
Furthermore, it is found that literature, on the subject
of the importance of supplementary reading, bears out the
following points:
1# The advent of change in the curriculum from stereo-
typed work to activity and unit of work problems has
necessitated many more supplementary reading
references*
2# There is a need for adequate reading materials#
5# There is a need, on the part of children, for broader
informational background, which is accomplished by
delving into more books#
4. Extra reading makes events, places, concepts more
meaningful to the child#
5, Extra reading creates more interest#
6# Extra reading develops vocabulary,
7. Extra reading develops critical thinking, a necessary
adjunct to democratic procedures*
8* There is a need for making wise choices in selecting
supplementary books#
l/R.E#Swindler. "The Contributions of Research Toward the Under-
standing and Solution of Collateral Reading Pro oleins"
.
Eighth
Yearbook of the National Council for Social Studies. 1937.
ttgproi'iTTge 1
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99* Children learn more efficiently by general reading
than by intensive reading during a given period of time*
Related Studies
Research of the type similar to this study up to this
time has been done chiefly in the secondary level of
education*
Helmreick^made a study of twenty-nine texts in medieval
and modern, in modern, and in world history* In these 1,295
references were noted* Two important findings were made,
namely, that (1) authors of textbooks differed widely in
their selections of supplementary materials; and (2) the
references listed were not necessarily adaptable to the needs
and abilities of high school students.
In her thesis which contained materials gathered from
extensive researches on the subject of collateral reading*
2/Cattell—' also brings out two important points, namely, that
(l) public libraries should be used to supplement school
reference materials; and that (2) training of the pupils in
the use of the library is absolutely essential*
1/ Jbgnes Johanna Nelmreick* "A Study of Collateral Reading
recommended in High School Textbooks for the Period of Modern
European History," an Unpublished Master* s Thesis (1926) cited
in the Eighth Yearbook of the National Council for Social
Studie s, Cambridge .Mass* pp* 157-158*
2/Anna A* Cattell. "The Use of Collateral Reading in the United
States History Course in the Secondary Schools," an Unpublish-
ed Master’s Thesis (1927) cited in the Eighth Yearbook of the
National Council for Social Studies .Cambridge .Mass* pp* 156-159
*#

















































Norton-* made a study of reading lists used in junior and
senior high schools; and has listed her findings as follows:
# (l)Teachers in all sections of the United States use supp-
lementary reading; (2) A considerable variety of reading
materials was found; (3) seventy-eight per cent of the
teachers considered supplementary reading as of some value
to pupils; 14 per cent considered that it was of no import-
ance; (4) more than 50 per cent of the teachers thought that
a variety of forms of collateral reading is desirable*
In a study that embraced wide, extensive reading versus
2/
class reading. Field found that there was no significant
difference, as far as the developing of the ability to read,
is concerned* She found evidence, however, that extensive
reading had other positive values*
Boney^confirms the fact that collatexa 1 reading: (1)
develops strong motives for permanent interest in reading;
and that (2) rich and varied backgrounds are developed
through reading, while (3) there should be regular supervised
periods of supplementary reading which would permit the pupils
to make selections according to their own interests and
volition*
l/Ruth Norton. rtThe Use of Supplementary Reading Lists in the
Social Studies, " an Unpublished Master f s Thesis (1932) cited
in the Eighth Yearbook of the National Council for Social
Studies* pp* 140-142
2/Helen A* Field* "Extensive Individual Reading vs Class Read-
ing, Contributions to Education, Teachers College, No*394(1930
?8mTbioimcil* fofYgdoia!ds4udiei of the Hat ’
3/Boney. "A Study of Library Reading in the Primary Grades,"
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Coad in a study of reading references in senior high
school American History textbooks, found 2,512 individual
reading references, present in all five textbooks* He also
found that there was little uniformity between textbooks
with regard to supplementary reading references, and further-
more, that no regard was paid to the facilities of the
average high school library* Nor did he find much conformity
in choice of supplementary reading references between authors
of textbooks and published lists of recommended readings*
Boney (concluded). Contributions to Education, No* 478,
Teachers College, Columbia University (1933), cited in the
Eighth Yearbook of the National Council for Social Studie s*
pp 0 144-145
1. Kempt on J* Coady,Jr* **A Study of the Reading References in
five Senior High School American History Textbooks,*' an Un-
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CHAPTER II
THE PLAN OF THE STUDY
Organization of Data
List of Textbooks Used

CHAPTER II
THE PLAN OF THE STUDY
Organization of Data
Eleven textbooks were used in the course of this study*
All of them were selected on the basis of the fact that they
were:
1* Commonly used as sixth grade textbooks*
2* Concerned with the historical aspects of the old
world background to our modern civilization*
Other texts were examined, but since no references were
found in them they were not included in the study*
A Master List *-- Any reference to a supplementary list
was carefully noted, and from the lists thereby compiled, a
master list was drawn up*
This master list was tabulated alphabetically according
to author on the left side of the page, with the eleven text-
books at the heading* Also included in the heading were The
Children^ Catalog , and Rue*s Subject Index to Books for the
Intermediate Grades *
On this list were recorded the number of texts in which
any reference book was mentioned; and also, how many times
each author of a textbook had referred to each supplementary
reference* Then a check was made to find out whether or not
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Rue*s Subject Index to Books far the Intermediate Grades *
Mode of Procedure ,*" Prom the master list thus computed,
tables of reference books were compiled according to levels
of frequency, or the number of times that they had been list-
ed in each of the eleven textbooks used* Thus, far example,
those books listed most often were shown by Table 1, and
those books listed next most often were shown by Table 2*
Median copyright dtta has been computed for each of the
tables, except Tables 1 and 2, that list but one book each*
An interpretation of the data accompanies each table, on
which asterisks have been used for the purpose of
clarification*
In the case of Table 8, the headings refer to the number
of reference books mentioned in the study and, as well, to
the number of references found in each textbook* The numbers
in the left-hand column represent the textbooks according
to their listing on pages 15 and 16* It was believed that,
through such a method of tabulation, some clue might be found
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List of Textbooks Used
The following eleven textbooks were used as sources in
compiling the list of supplementary books called for in
this study:
1. Barker, Eugene C., Mabel R. Grimm, and Matilda
Hughes, The Story of Earliest Times . Row, Peterson and Co*,
Evanston, Illinois, 1936#
2. Barker, Eugene C., Mabel R. Grimm, and Matilda
Hughes, The Story of Old Europe and New America * Row, Peter-
son and Co., Evanston, Illinois, 1937.
3. Freeland, G. E., and James T. Adams, America 1 s World
Backgrounds
, C. Scribner* s Sons, New York, 1936.
4. Greenan, John and H. Louise Cottrell, From Then
Until Now , McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1936.
5. Hartman, Gertrude, Builders of the Old World , D. C.
Heath and Company, Boston, 1946.
6. Kelty, Mary G., Teaching History in the Intermediate
Grades , Ginn and Company, Boston, 1936.
(Although this is not a textbook, it was included in
this study because it contains reference books for
supplementary reading and since it normally would ac-
company a companion textbook as a teacher’s manual.)
7# Knowlton, Daniel C #
,
and Mary A. Wheeler, Our Past
in Western Europe , American Book Company, New York,
1935.
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8* McClure, C, H., C* S, Scheci, and W# W* Wright,
A World Background for the United States , Laidlaw Brothers,
Chicago, 1946
*
9* McGuire, Edna, The Past Lives Again » The Macmillan
Company, New York, 1940*
10* Reynolds, Taylor, Coleman, and Lefferts, Old World
Origins of American Civilization
,
Noble and Noble Publish-
ers, Inc*, New York, 1938*
11* Woodburn, James A*, and Howard C* Hill, Historic
Background of Our United States
, Longmans, Green and Co.,
New York, 1939
* , t
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PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
In an effort to present the findings of this study In as
simple a manner as possible and, as well, to explain them
more or less satisfactorily, tables have been given a major
place in the text# On these tables, as a further means of
clarifying the information gleaned, asterisks were used
extensively: one asterisk was placed before the names of
books which are listed in The Children^ Catalog ; two
astericks were put before the names of books which are listed
in Rue*s Subject Index to Books for the Intermediate Grades :
and three asterisks were used to indicate the names of text-
books which were found in The Children 1 s Catalog and also in
Rue *s Subject Index to Books for the Intermediate Grades #
Table 1# List of Reference Books Mentioned in Seven
of Eleven Textbooks Surveyed.
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(T) ( 2 ) (5) (T5
Hillyer,Virgil M# ^HHKJhild's History Doubleday, 1925
Doran & Co.,
New York
Out of eleven textbooks and six hundred and fifty-eight
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Table 2* List of Reference Books Mentioned in Six
of Eleven Textbooks Surveyed*
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
—m an cs] jjr
Rummer,
-ins-a-First Days of Doubleday, 1923
Frederick A* Knowledge Doran & Go.,
New York.
Out of eleven textbooks and six hundred and forty-six
total references, the book listed in Table 2 was mentioned
six times, or about *15 of one per cent* As has been indicat-
ed on the table
,
this book has been listed both in The
Childrens Catalog and in Rue * s Subject Index to Books for
Intermediate Grades *
It would seem that, according to their frequency of
mention in textbooks common to the sixth grade, these two
books listed in Tables 1 and 2 undoubtedly would be assets
to any elementary school library*
Table 3* List of Reference Books Mentioned in Five
of Eleven Textbooks Surveyed*




Jane Ten Boys Who Lived
on the Road from
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Author Hame of Book Publisher Year
vli nn (3) (4)
Erleigh,Violet •&#In the Beginning Carden City
Publ.Co.,N.Y.
1926
Kaaren, John H., and
Addison B* Poland








































Stein, Bvaleen Troubadour Tales L.C.Page k
Co. , Doston
1929
Out of eleven textbooks and six hundred and fifty-eight
total references each book listed on Table 3 was mentioned
five time a, which represents about 1.5 per cent of the total
number of references listed. Of these, six, or 60 per cent,
are listed in the Childrens Catalog , or in Hue’s Subject
index to Books for intermediate Grades .
The median copyright date of the books listed on Table
3 is 1924 .
( 20 )
.*
Table 4* List of Reference Books Mentioned in Four
of Eleven Textbooks Surveyed*
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (5) (4)








^Famous Men of Greece American Book
Co*,New York*
1904
^Famous Men of Rome American Book
Co*,New York*
1904













































Out of eleven textbooks and six hundred and forty-six
( 21 )

total references, each book listed on Table 4 was mentioned
four times* This list represents about 1.5 per cent of the
total number of references. Eight, or 80 per cent, are listed
either in The Children 1 s Catalog , or in Rue*s Subject Index
to Books for Intermediate Grades *
The median copyright date of the books listed in TaHe 4
is 1908.
Table 5* List of Reference Books Mentioned in Three
of Eleven Textbooks Surveyed.
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)






mChandler,Anna C. Magic Pictures
of Long Ago.
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Table 5. (continued)
Author Name of Book Publisher Year




























































































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(2) (2) (3) (4)













#Story of Mankind (Same) 1937
Welid,
Margaret E*, 5H«*How the Present





Out of eleven textbooks and a total of six hundred and
fifty-sight total references, each book listed in Table 5
was mentioned three times* This list represents about 3*8
per cent of the total number of references* Sixteen, or
64 per cent are listed either in The Children 1 s Catalog or
in Rue 1 s Subject Index to Books for Intermediate Grades *



















Table 6* List of Reference Books Mentioned in Two
of Eleven Textbooks Surveyed.
9
Author ,Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (4 (4)














Baldwin, James *Flfty Famous Stories. American
Bk Co.,N.Y.
1928





*~*#Man and His Records. Follett Publ.
Co., Chicago.
1936
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Table 6. (continued)
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
ITT (2) ~ffi (IF
Church, Alfred J.
,




























& co* , Boston*








Dopp, Katherine E., Early Farmers* Rand,McNally 1929
Sc Co. ,N*Y*




The Later Cave Men* Rand,McNally 1906
Sc Co., N*Y,





Faris, John T*, *Real Stories of Geog-
raphy makers.
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Table 6. (continued)
Author Name of Book Publisher
t
Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Greenwood,
Josephine H.,











Hall, Jennie **Four Old Greeks. Rand,McNally
& Co.,N.Y*
1933


















Hartman, Gertrude #The World We Live










Hillyer,Virgil M., -JKi-^Child^ Geog-
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Table 6* (continued)
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(D (2) rSl !7)




















































Maury, Jean W., *A First Bible, Oxford Press, 1934
New York.



















































































Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)



























Fleetfoot the Cave Laidlaw Bros. ^.929
Boy, in The Story of Chicago.
Man series,Book II.






*H*Jean and Fanchon, Silver,Bur- 1931
Children of Fair dett Co., N.Y.
France
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Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)














What the Old World Iroquois 1931
Gertrude Van Druyn Gave the New.
and John Van Druyn
Southworth,
Smith,Susan Cowles, -JHHtMade in Mexico.
Stratton, Clarence, Paul of France.
Strart,Dorothy M., *The Boy Through the
Ages.
Tanner, Edwin P., Yesterday* s Children.
Tappan,Eva M. *In the Days of
William the Conquer-
or.
#Story of the Greek
People.
-JfrThe Story of the
Roman People.
True, John P., The Iron Star.
Waterloo, Stanley
,


























































total references each book listed in Table 6 was mentioned
twice. This list represents about 11.25 per cent of the
total number of references. Forty-nine, or slightly more
if
than s per cent of these books are listed either in The
Children^ Catalog or in Rue ' s Subject Index to Books for
Intermediate Grades .
The median copyright date of the seventy-four books
• *\
listed in Table 6 is 1926. The range is from 1852 to 1946*
Table 7. List of Reference Books Mentioned Once
in Eleven Textbooks Surveyed.
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Allen, Willis B., Cleared for Action. E.B. Dutton
C o • ,N.Y .
1898






Andrews, Jane, Seven Little Sisters
Who Live on the
Round Ball That
Floats In the Air.
Lee & Shepard,
Boston 1888
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Author Name of Book Publisher Year
rrj rzy csrj cry
Baikie, James Ancient Home,









Baker,Emilie K., Stories of Old Greece
and Home























Banks, Helen W*, *story of Mexico










Barker,Eugene C*, -a-aThe Story of Earliest
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and Edith P. Parker,
Name of Book
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Our Old World Back-
ground.





















































Author Name of Book Publisher Year









Bishop,Farnham,and The Altar of the Little,Brown 1926
















Earliest Times to the
Present Day*
Ginn & Co., 1897
Bland, Edith Nesbit, #Five Children* Coward-Mc-
Cann,N*Y*
1930
Bolton, Ivy May, The Young Knight* L*C*Page &
Co. ,Boston*
1923






Bonner, John, Child 1 s History of Harper & Bros,
Spain* New York 1894
Bonser,Frederick G., Industrial Arts for The Mac- 1923
and Lois C.Mossman, Elementary Schools* millan Co.,
New York*
Bonser, Mrs* Edna How the Early Hebrews The Mac- 1924
Madison, Lived and Learned* millan Co.,
New York*
Bose, Mrs* Irene, #Totaram, Story of a




























































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (5) (4)
Bourne, Henry E.,and Introductory American D.C#Heath& 1922
Ellert J. Benton, History* Co., Hew York,1













Branom,Mendel E., A Teacher*
s
Ginn & Co., 1921
Geography. Boston#
Bridges, Thos. C., Young Folks Book of Little,Brown 1928
the Sea* & Co., Boston,»
Britannica Jr., #Encyclo.Brit*, Inc. ,Univ. of Chic.
Pr,Chic. ,111,>1947









Brooks, Eugene C., Stories of South Johnson PubL. 1922,
America* Co.
,
Brooksbank, Frank Legends of Ancient Harrap, 1932
^nry. Egypt. London.



































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (5) (4)






Burglon, Nora, *"*#Children of the











































-JBBJ-Our Little Friends American Bk
of the Arabian DesertCo., N.Y*
1934
The Pacific: Its Lands 1944
and Peoples*







Carpenter,Frank 0., aAsia. American Bk
Co.,N.Y.
1930







Author Name of Book Publisher Year
U) (2) (3) (4)






Boys’ Book of Ships* Dutton, N*Y* 1925
Carus
,

















































Chevalier ,Ragnild, ^Wandering Monday






Chrisman,Arthur B. •JHHf-Shen of the Sea* Dutton, N.Y. 1925
Church, Alfred J., Callias: A Tale of Flood and 1891



































Church,Alfred J., The Young Macedonian



















Cobb ,Erne st , and Pathways of European
Peoples.
Arlo Publ.Co., 1922
Bertha B. Cobb, Newton Upper
Falls,Mass.


















Colum,Padriac, sHHfrChildren of Odin. The Macmillan
Co., N.Y.
1920
Committee on Mat- •frttStory of Weights Am. Council on 1932
erial of
Instruction,
and Measures. Edn. , Chicago,
Illinois
.




Education,American Story of Our Calendar





Cooper ,Marian C., Grass. G.P. Putnam’
Sons, N.Y.
1925










Author Name of Book Publisher Year
U) rs) IS) (4)' ""




Map Makers. Little ,Brown 1936
and Haym Jaffe, & Co.,Boston.
Coulomb, Chas .A.
,
What Europe Gave To C. Scribner's 1927




Little Cousin of Long L.C.Page & Co.. 1913
Ago series -"Our Little Boston.
Athenian Cousin.
Our Little Roman 1913
Cousin of Long Ago.
Craig, Gerald S.,




Craine,Edith J., The Victors. Buffield & 1933
Green Co., N.Y.
Crew,Mrs. Helen, Laughing Lads A Story D.Appleton- 1931
of Modern France. Century Co.
,
Inc., N.Y.
Crowther , Samuel The Romance and Rise Doubleday
,
1929
of the American Doran & Co.,
Tropic. N.Y.








^jHt-America Travels; The Macmillan 1933
Story of 100 Years Co., N.Y.
of "'ravel in America.
Daniel,Hawthorne
,
a-The Gauntlet of The Macmillan 1937
Dunmore. Co., N.Y.
Darton, F.J.H., Seven Champions of F.A. Stokes C©., 1914Christendom. Phila. ,Pa.
A First Bible, ed by Oxford Univ. 1934
J.ff. Maury. Press, N.Y.
( 39 )
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Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)


























-jH'cThe Truce of the
Wolf and other





Davis, Wm.S., •*A Day in Old Athens Allyn Sc Bacon,
N.Y. 1914


































































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dickens, Charles, Life of Our Lord* Garden City
Publ.Co., N.Y.
1939




























Ivar,the Viking* C .Scribner* s
Sons, N.Y.
1893





Eaton, Jeanette, Jeanne d’Arc. Harper & Bros,
New York* 1931
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Table 7* (continued)
' Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Fairchild,Henry P., Immigrant Backgrounds .John Wiley
& Sons,N.Y.
1927



















































Yale Univ . Pr 1919
New Haven,Conn.
Fitzpatrick,
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Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (5) (4)

















French,Allen, JHHtThe Story of Rolf




Froissart, Jean, Boy*s Froissart# C. Scribner *s
Sons,N#Y#
1907










































































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)




































Green, Fitzhugh #*Dick Byrd* G* P* Putnam* s
Sons, N*Y*
1928





















and Dolly K. Kirk





















Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)




















Medieval History. The Mac- 1924-
millan Co., 1936
New York.









Hall, Harry R.H., Days Before History. Geo.G.Harrap, 1927
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Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Harding, Caroline
and Samuel,
Stories of Greek Gods. Scott,Fores- 1912
man & Co*,
Chicago.








^Colonial Children* The Mac- 1902
millan Co.,
N.Y*







*These United States. The Mac- 1935
millan Co.,
N.y.
Hasbrouck, Louise S. ,The Boy*s Parkman. Little,Brown 1912
& Co.,Boston*
Hawley,Hattie L., Adventures in Old
World History*























JHfrWampum and Sixpence Little,Brown 1936
& G0# ,Boston*




Table 7. Ccont inued)
Author Name of Book Publisher
/ i
Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Headland, Isaac T., Chinese Boy and Girl* F.H.Revell
Publ.Co., N.Y«
1901



























Hobson, John A*, Imperialism* A Study. A.Constable
5c Co.,London
1905




Holland, Rupert S., Historic Girlhoods# Macrae , Smith
Co^Phila.,Pa#
1910










































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)









































Fortune* s Caravan. Wm.Morrow &
Co. , Inc., N.Y
1933
•






Jewett, Sophie, '^jf^God*s Troubadour. Thos .Y. Crowell
Co.,N.Y. 1940


















Author Name of Book
(T) (2)


























Cousins of Long Ago*



















Ginn & Co*, 1935
Boston*
Ginn & Co., 1942
Boston*





or Greek The Mac- 1855
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Table 7# (continued)
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Kipling, Rudyard, Jus t So Stories. Doubleday, 1912
Doran & Co.,
N#Y#





Knight, Chas*R#, *-fc*Before the Dawn of McGraw-Hill 1935
Histoiy Bk Co. ,Inc.,
N.Y*
Knott, Laura A., Student's History of Abingdon Pn,1922
the Hebrews# New York#
Knowlton, Daniel C., *H*0ur Beginnings in American Bk 1933
and Armand J #
Gerson#
the Past# Co# ,N*Y#
s-a-Our Past in Western American Bk 1935,
Europe# Co# ,N#Y*
Lamb, Charles, A Dissertation upon The Print- 1932
Roast Pig# ing House of
L#Hart,
Rochester , N.Y#





Children of Ancient 1927
Gaul#
Children of Ancient 1922
Rome#
Long Ago in Egypt* Little,Brown 1926
&Co#,Boston#
^Masters of the F#A#Stokes Cq,
Guild# Phils* 3a. 1920
( 50 )
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Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) Xz) nn
Lang, Andrew
(Editor)










Story of Joan of Arc,
Pic, the Weapon Maker,



























The Gateway to American
History,
Ginn & Co, 1930
Boston,














































































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) 12) (4)
































Lownsbery, Eloise ^Lighting the Torch* Longmans , Green 1924
& Co* ,N*Y 0
JfrOut of the Flames* Longmans, Green 1931
& Co. ,N #Y*
Lucas, Edward F., *The Slow Coach. The Macmillan
Co. ,N*Y.
1910



















Little Stories of American Bk 1924
England. Co * ,N*Y
«
• Little Stories of American Bk 1924
France * Co* ,N*Y*

















Author Name of Book Publisher Year












































































































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
McMurtrie, Douglas
C.,and Don Farran,
Wings for Words. Rand,McNally
8c Co • , N.Y
.
1940



















a-Scotland^ Story. F.A.Stokes Ox, 1907
Phila. ,Pa.




-:B.s*Lady Green Satin The Macmillan
and her Maid Rosetta.Co., N.Y.
1923
The History of Jean 1938
Paul and His Little
White Mice#
Maspero,Sir Gaston
Camille Charles, Life in Ancient Egypt D.Appleton- 1892
and Assyria. Century Co.,
Inc. ,N*Y.




Meadowcroft,Enid L., The First Year. Thos .Y. Crowell
Co., N.Y. 1937
The Gift of the River Thos *Y. Crowell
Co., N.Y. 1937
Ship Boy with Thos.Y. Crowell




Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Miller, Elizabeth ^^Children of the Doubleday. 1927
Mountain Eagle* Doran & Co.,
n.y.
Miller, Elizabeth Dramatization of Univ. of 1923








Miller, Leo E., ^Search for Incan C* Scribner *s 1920
Treasure* Sons, N.Y.
Miller, Mrs* Olive My Book of History* Bk House for 1931
K., Children,
Chicago, 111*





The Conquered A.Constable 1937
(Caesar 1 3 Time) & Co.,
London*
Mi11on ,Geraidine The Children’s Book The Macmillan
E., of London* Co., N.Y. 1935
Mockler, Ferryman Norway and Denmark* A.&C.Black 1909
and Augustus, Co. ,London*







Moon, Parker Thos., Imperialism and The Macmillan
World Politics* Co., N.Y. 1926
Moore, Anne ^Nicholas and the G. P. Putnam* s 1932
Carroll, Golden Goose* Sons, N.Y*
Moore, Nellie,
SfeiSy or


































































Name of Book Publisher Year
(2) (5) (4)
Trees, Stars and Birds .World Bk Ca,
Yonkers, N.Y.
1935
First Steps in the Silver, 1923
History of Our Burdett Co.,
Country# New York#











*Ghond the Hunter. 1928
-aChief of the Herd. 1929
*Hindu Fables for 1929
Little Folks.
Master Monkey. 1932




The White Conquerors. C.Scribner 1 s
Sons, N.Y.
1893
Kibun Daizin. The L,entury
Co.,N.Y.
1904
Book of the Happy Longmans
,
1917
Warrior. Green & Co.,
N.Y.
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- Table 7 (continued)
Author
\
Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (5) (4)
Nida, William L* Man Conquers the World





The Tree Boys, in the Laidlaw Bros.,
Story of Man series.
Book I*
Chicago. 1929
Fleetfoot ,the Cave Boy, Laidlaw B Zos,
in The Story of Man
series. Book II.
Chicago* 1929
Dan Hur and the First Laidlaw Bros.
,
Farms, in Story of Man
series,Book IV*
Chicago* 1929


































T. Nelson Sc 1928
Sons, N.Y.






































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (S) (4)
Orton, Helen F., *The Gold-Laced Coat. F.A. Stokes
Co. ,N.Y.
1934
Palm, Amy, -**-*Wanda and Greta at Longmans
,
1930
Broby Farm. Green & Co.,
N.Y.
Palmer. Winthrop, SB*Abdul, Story of an The Macmillan
Egyptian Boy. Co.,N.Y. 1928
Parkman,Francis
,




Peabody, Old Greek Folk Stories. Houghton, 1897
Josephine P*, Mifflin Co.,
N.Y.
Peary, Mrs* Children of the Arctic. F.A.Stokes Co
•f
Josephine, Phila.,Pa. 1903
#The Story of Ancient Simon 8c 1937
Civilization. Schuster, N.Y.
*A Story of the Middle Simon 8c 1937
Ages. Schuster, N.Y.
Peck,Anne M.,and Wings over Holland The Macmillan 1932
Enid Johnson, Co., N.Y.






















































Author Name of Book Publisher Year


























*Boys and Girls in
History*
^Conquest of Mexico.











































Author Lame of Book Publisher Yeai
U) (2) (3) (4)
rurnell, Ido11a, Pedro, the Potter. T. Nelson & 1935
Cons, N.Y.
Purnell, idella,and *-s#Talklng Birds An The Lac- 1930
J .M.Vteatherwax, Aztec Story Book; millan Co. f
Tales Told to N.Y.
Little Paco by His
*• grandfather.
putnam, David, ooDavid Does Voyaging,• B.P. Putnam * s
Sons,N.Y. 1925
Pyle, Howard, *ivien of the Build. carper & 1390
Bros, N.Y.
Men of Iron. 1891
oooThe Mersey Adven- C. Scribner^
tures of Robin Hood. Sons,N.Y. 1933
oOtto of the Silver C.Scribnerb
L&nd. » >ons
,
N . j, . 1388
oSome Merry Adven- C.Scribnerfe
tures of Robin Hood. Sons, N.Y. 1935
ostory of King Arthur C.Scribnerfe
and His Knights. Sons,N.Y. 1933
Pyle, Catherine, or airy Tales fron ^,.P. Dutton 1925
India. & Co.,N.Y.









Everyday Life in the
flew Stone, bronze,

































Author Name of Book Publisher Year














































































Story of Nations. H.Holt & Co.
New York.
,1934





























Author Name of Book Publisher Year




History of the Ancient
World*
Yale Univ., 1932
Pr * , New
Haven,Conn*











Scales,Laura W., SHJ-Boys of the Ages;
Their Dreams and
Their Crafts*
Ginn & Co., 1922
Boston*




Schwartz, Julia A., Five Little Strangers












Children of the Cold* Huntting Co*
N.Y. 1930





Seymour, Charles, The Diplomatic Back-




Shaw, Charles D., Stories from the
Ancient Greeks*













































































































































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (S) (4)
Southworth, Mrs.
Gertrude Van Druyn
and John Van Druyn
Southworth,




Spencer,Cornelia, Made in China. A.A.Knopf, 1943
New York.


























Steedman, Amy. ^Knights of Art, T. Nelson's 1900
Sons, N.Y.
Stein, Evaleen, -JHfrLittle Count of
Normandy.
Our Little Frankish
Cousin of Long Ago.
Our Little Norman











































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)























When the Storm God
Rides.
C* Scribner 1 s
Sons, N.Y. 1936


























Tappan, Eva M. American Hero Stories. Houghton, 1926
Mifflin Co.,
Boston*

































Author Name of Book Publisher Year










*Hero Stories of Houghton, 1920
France, Mifflin Co.,
Boston.




Heroes of the Middle Geo.G.Harrap 1912
Ages. & Co., Ltd,
London.
#In the Days of Queen Lothrop,Lee 1902
Elizabeth. & Shepard
Co. ,Boston.
*#*01d Ballads in Houghton, 1901
Prose. Mifflin Co.,
Boston.
#01d World Hero Houghton, 1911
Stories. Mifflin Co.,
Boston.
#0ur European Ancestors • 1918
*Robin Hood: His Book. Little , Brown
& Co.,Boston,,1905
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Author Name of Book Publisher Year
( 1 ) ( 2 ) (3) (4)
Taylor,Bayard, Boys of Other Countries












When I Was a Boy in
Denmark.
Tucker, Louise E. , Historical Plays of






Joan of Arc; Personal
Recollections of.
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Table 7. (continued)
Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Van Loon,
Hendrik W.,





























and Maybe 11 G.
Bush,

























Washburne ,Carle ton**JHt-Story of the Earth









•JHHi-Ab, the Cave Man. Flanagan P»,
New York.
1918


























































Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Webster, Hanson
H* $
4HH*World* s Messengers. Houghton, 1938
Mifflin Co.,
Boston.



















The Story of T.Y. Crowell
Napoleon. & Co.,N.Y. 1910





Wickham, Ola, and America* s Heritage
























Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) rtt





Williams , Che ster
s..
Rights We Defend. Row, Peterson
& Co.,Evans-
ton, 111. 1940


































Woods, William, Elizabethan Sea Dogs* Yale Univ. 1918
Press, New
Haven, Conn*






C •Scribner* s 1895
Sons, N.Y.
Pageant of America. Yale Univ.Pr. None
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Author Name of Book Publisher Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)




Zarbaugh, Harvey Gold Coast and the Univ. of 1929
W., Slum. Chicago Press,
Chicago, 111*







Out of six hundred and fifty-eight references, five
hundred and thirty-seven, or approximately 81*7 per cent,
were mentioned only onc8 in the eleven textbooks surveyed.
Two hundred and nine, or almost 39 per cent of these,
were listed either in The Children* s Catalog or in Rue*s
Subject Index to Books for Intermediate Grades
.
The median copyright date in this group was 1926. The
range was 1852 to 1947.
( 71 )
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It will be seen by an examination of the information
contained in the first seven tables* as well as by an
evaluation of their findings
,
as tabulated in Table 8, that
some worthwhile points have come to light* Also, In the
course of assembling the data needed to gain these hoped-for
results, the study in itself became more interesting, not
only because of the important clues that were found but aldo
due to the fact that equally important clues were withheld*
Some authors make a practice, for Instance, of using
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others employ a variety of textbooks, but do not use as many
references* In some instances, probably in order to save
space, only the last name of the author referred to or the
partial title of the textbook mentioned, was given; or
the name of the author referred to,was misspelled# Often,
too, in the course of preparing the study, it was found
that the number of pages in a reference work referred to,
or other essential data, were left out of the bibliographic-
al listing#
For the different reasons given, it can easily be seen
that the task of making any such study would have been very
greatly minimised, if there had been less unnecessary
bits of research to do when assembling its different parts#
As it is, sometimes considerable difficulty is experienced
when trying to find specific books in the libraries, let
alone to bring together what is essential information in
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Conclusions
It would seem to be evident that there is no great bond
of agreement existing between authors on the subject of
supplementary reference books for sixth grade social studies’
textbooks* Thus, since that Is the situation, it might
be an advantageous course to secure for use those reference
books listed within the textbook being used, in an effort
to carry out the ideas there suggested#
After such supplementary books have been secured, it
would seem to be a wise course to consider next those books
which authors of social studies' textbooks have found to
be good supplementary reference books.
Some authors use few references, but refer to them
quite often; others use many references, but refer to them
only a few times throughout the text# It might be observed
here, that authors themselves have seemed not to realize
the importance to the reading public of their scanning their
scripts, as a last-minute procedure before sending them to
the publishers, for errors or corrections, or for omissions*
A copyright date, according to the evidence contained
in this study, is no criterion for good literature# This
( 76 )
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conclusion was arrived at after scanning the copyright dat-
es of books to be found listed alike in The Childrens
Catalog and in Rue*s Subject Index to Books for Intermediate
Grades * amounting to two hundred and ninety supplementary
reference books 0
Moreover, in comparison with the number of supplementary
books available in the secondary level of education, there
is a definite paucity of books for use of children at the
elementary level of education.
Recommendations for Further Study
The following recommendations are offered for considera-
tions
1, Further studies of this nature should be conducted
on the lower grade levels,
2* A study to determine children* s preferences fcr supp-
lementary reading, as compared to author* s preferences, could
be made,
3. It might be worth while to find out why, and to what
extent, authors use parallel textbooks as references through
a study made to determine whether or not authors select
their supplementary references on the basis of wishing to
stress a point, or to enlarge upon a topic.
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